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Abstract— Cloud Computing provides services on the Internet 

or intranet. There are three types of services in cloud 

computing: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a 

Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (Saas). In cloud 

computing, customers do not need to have their own dedicated 

resources; cloud providers provide services they need on the 

Internet or intranet. Therefore customers only pay for 

services and they do not spend for hardware, software, and 

communication resources. In cloud computing, customers and 

providers negotiate and agree on an acceptable level of quality 

of service; and after that, utilizing resources, scaling-up or 

scaling-down resources, and generally managing resources is 

one of the most important tasks of cloud computing providers 

to satisfy customers. When there are more requests for 

services, adding extra resources is the simplest way to keep 

the quality of service. But this solution is in contrast to energy 

usage optimization in data centers. Energy is consumed in a 

data center by servers, storage devices, communication and 

network devices, and overhead equipments (like cooling and 

lighting). Studies show that servers consume about 30 percent 

of total energy consumed in a data center; so reducing 

number of servers in data centers not only affects on energy 

consumption directly, but also affects on overall energy 

consumption because of reducing overhead equipments 

utilized in data center. There are a lot of improvements in 

hardware technologies caused less energy consumption by 

hardware, but it is not possible to ignore the role of software 

in improving resource utilization and energy consumption. 

There are different software architectures used in cloud 

computing. Some of them provide a layer which is responsible 

for managing resources to optimize energy consumption. 

Different algorithms are designed and implemented in this 

layer and each one has some advantages and some 

disadvantages. This paper, first summarizes various ways of 

resource usage optimization, then focuses on algorithms used 

in energy-aware layer of architecture, and finally introduces 

some greedy algorithms based on different criteria to study 

allocating resources to virtual machines and applications. 

 

Keywords — data center, energy consumption, greedy 

algorithm, green cloud computing, resource management 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the traditional approach to software, an enterprise has to 

own everything – network infrastructure, hardware 

resources, and software resources – to deploy software and 

run it efficiently, but in this approach there are some 

drawbacks especially wasting energy. Emerging cloud 

computing has changed this approach. Cloud computing 

means service delivery over the Internet. Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software 

as a Service (SaaS) are three types of services delivered by 

cloud computing; providers provide these services 

elastically and based on user demands [3]. In cloud service, 

clients are not the owner of hardware and software 

infrastructure; they access software, storage, and 

computing resources but they do not pay for infrastructure 

costs [4]. There is a shared pool of resources that can be 

accessed based on on-demand user request. Rapid 

provisioning and releasing of resources with the least 

management effort or service provider interaction are some 

appealing features of cloud computing. It provides better 

access to software, computing facilities, and data through 

the network rather than using premises software and 

hosting [4]. Resource pooling in cloud computing points 

that users do not know about the location of resources 

requested by them; there is a pool of shared resources and 

each one can be assigned to user’s request by cloud [4]. 

Based on the users’ perspective, elasticity is one of the 

most attractive features of cloud computing [4]; cloud 

resources can be rapidly scaled-out and scaled-in, so users 

would not worry about the availability of resources. It helps 

enterprises to scale their IT services as their businesses 

grow in a cost effective manner. Enterprises do not need to 

worry about the cost of hardware, software, or other IT 

resources when their businesses are growing fast; they just 

pay for the services on the cloud by their demands. On the 

other hand, because providers can provide services for 

more enterprises simultaneously, they can manage 

resources more efficiently and therefore overall energy 
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consumption will be optimized. They can share hardware 

resources, like servers, between more applications, they can 

design software components that can be shared between 

applications, and they can scale-up and scale-down 

resources based on user demands [3]. So, some advantages 

of cloud computing are: lower hardware and software costs, 

fast and continuous software upgrade, large amount of 

storage, more reliable data, global access to documents, 

hardware independent, convenience, and on-demand access 

to shared resources. But on the other hand there are some 

disadvantages too: permanent Internet access, inefficient 

with low speed internet, and lower security. 

Cloud computing is growing; many computing services 

moving to the cloud, and cloud computing has to scale-up 

dynamically to support new demands without losing quality 

of service. Scale-up means more power is consumed by 

newly deployed resources and consequently there will be 

more environmental impacts and CO2 emissions. 

Therefore cloud providers need to use resources on the 

cloud more efficiently to reduce energy consumption. They 

deploy resource usage optimization policies; they use 

hardware devices consuming less energy; they use 

virtualization to improve resource utilization; and they 

design self-optimized software applications to consume 

energy efficiently. 

Resource usage optimization is one of the ways being 

used to reduce energy consumption. Resource usage 

optimization not only reduces energy consumption but also 

helps managers to control data center costs; especially they 

can control server usage because servers are the most 

important resource in all data centers [1]. It should be 

considered that business customers need to access efficient 

applications, and most times the best way to increase 

efficiency is adding more resources for faster processing, 

but it is in contrast to energy consumption optimization. 

The best solution to use resources more efficiently without 

losing application performance is designing architecturally 

efficient applications. Software architects must consider 

some issues like composition, factorization, functionality, 

dependencies, and scalability in designing new software to 

use resources more efficiently. Applications must be 

designed as a set of components that are able to work 

independently; they must be platform independent and can 

be configured dynamically [1]. There should be a control 

layer in software architecture which is responsible for 

managing resources, allocating resources to components, 

and sharing resources between components to improve 

efficiency. Reference [2] proposes a dynamic power 

management layer in software architecture which is 

responsible for scaling-up or scaling-down resources based 

on resource demands and resource availability. 

Hardware solutions try to design and manufacture devices 

consuming less energy without losing their performance. 

Reference [5] mentions some mechanisms to power down 

processors and reducing energy consumption in memory. 

Running servers at a level lower than their utilization in 

data centers is one of the main causes of consuming energy 

inefficiently. Energy efficient hardware and power 

minimization in servers and networks are suggested 

solutions to cure that problem [6], [17]. 

In software solutions, virtualization is one of the best 

technologies for consuming energy efficiently in data 

centers. Virtualization and delivery of computing as 

services are the most important features of cloud 

computing [6]. Virtualization is an unreal computing 

environment created through the hypervisor. The 

hypervisor is a software which can manage several varied 

computing platforms running concurrently. Each client has 

its own unique copy of the selected platform and 

hypervisor passes control to a specific client instance based 

on demands [4]. Virtualization is an attractive tool for 

applications to use fewer resources and to utilize servers 

more effectively [1], [5]. Cloud virtualization can improve 

energy consumption by reducing infrastructure resources; it 

can be more efficient if new features, like resource sharing, 

are considered in software architecture. 

Some important benefits of virtualization are: improving 

hardware utilization and reducing hardware costs, efficient 

and easy servers and services management and reducing 

management costs, efficient use of data center space, and 

reducing energy consumption in data centers. 

In addition to virtualization, designers and architects try 

to deploy applications which use hardware resources more 

efficiently. Developing energy-aware scheduling and smart 

traffic routing algorithm are some proposed solutions [5], 

[6]. There are different types of devices that are used in a 

network infrastructure of a cloud, and how much energy 

each type of device consumes depends on user behavior 

and the type of applications which are run on a cloud and 

communicate with each other. Keeping quality of service at 

an acceptable level while computing services are growing 

on the cloud is an issue that leads to deploy new software 

architectures which can optimize themselves dynamically 

[7]. 

There are different energy-aware algorithms to optimize 

energy consumption in data centers while keeping the 

quality of service at an acceptable level. Reference [8] 

introduced a framework to simulate and evaluate different 

algorithms in ClousSim[9] and based on it evaluated some 

energy-aware algorithms. Mentioned framework is 

expandable and can be used to evaluate other algorithms 

too. Greedy algorithms are famous algorithms in software 

and are used in different softwares. In this research, greedy 
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algorithms were added to energy-aware framework of 

CloudSim and used to evaluate energy consumption and 

quality of service based on different metrics of data centers 

such as server power usage and server current utilization 

level. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

This section reviews some of the studies in the areas of 

energy consumption, quality of service and service level 

agreement in data centers and cloud computing 

environments. 

This article [8] analyzes the competitive dynamic 

migration of virtual machines and studies related issues for 

dynamic consolidation of virtual machines. It is necessary 

to produce random or adaptive algorithms to improve the 

efficiency of deterministic algorithms. Based on the 

analysis, some novel adaptive heuristics proposed which 

are based on data history analysis using dynamic resource 

consolidation for virtual machines while maintaining the 

performance and energy efficiency. Results of simulation 

indicate that the combination of local regression algorithm 

and the least time migration is better than the other 

algorithms; this combination not only reduces energy 

consumption but also optimizes SLA violation effectively 

and reduces the number of VMs migrations. 

This paper [10] defines an architectural framework and 

the principles of energy-aware cloud computing. Based on 

this architecture, resource procurement and allocation 

algorithms are offered for energy-efficient management of 

cloud computing environments. The proposed energy-

aware algorithms allocate resources to applications in a 

way that either improves energy consumption or guarantees 

level of quality of service. The main idea is based on 

dynamic consolidation of virtual machines. CloudSim is 

used to evaluate the proposed algorithms and the results 

indicate that this approach reduces energy consumption in 

data centers in comparison to static resource allocation 

approach. 

Today the energy efficiency of the Internet equipment 

has become an important research topic. In [11] several 

experiments have been done to measure energy 

consumption of NetFPGA card per packet and per byte. 

Based on this study, it is possible to estimate the energy 

consumption in a network based on the network traffic and 

different applications; and also it provides a way to 

compare and improve different architectures and protocols. 

This paper [12] proposes a green policy reducing carbon 

emission in data centers. In mentioned policy, workloads of 

applications are scheduled on data centers which are more 

energy-efficient and have less carbon emission. Results of 

simulation show that the proposed architecture saves 

energy up to 23% and reduces carbon emissions by about 

25%. 

In [13], an adaptive power management policy is 

proposed that uses virtual machine preemption to regulate 

energy consumption based on users' efficiency 

requirements. The proposed energy management policy 

uses a fuzzy reasoning engine to determine that a request 

should be allocated to a resource by replacing, preempting, 

or consolidating other resources. Results show that energy 

consumption reduces about 18% without any considerable 

problem for requests with lower priority. 

Reference [14] deals with the issue of resource 

allocation in a data center and proposes a new technique 

that maximizes the efficiency of the data center when 

executes heterogeneous applications with different SLA 

requirements. This approach allocates virtual machines in a 

dynamic way that will satisfy any customer's SLA 

requirement. The evaluation results show that this 

mechanism worked with 60% of the total number of servers 

that use strategies such as consolidation or migration, while 

SLA violations in this technique are negligible. 

In [15] and [16], greedy algorithms are used to improve 

task scheduling in cloud-based applications.  Improvement 

of task completion time and improvement of task execution 

cost are factors considered and simulation shows that 

greedy algorithms improve those factors in respect to 

sequential scheduling algorithms. But none of the cases 

considers resource usage optimization and especially 

energy consumption optimization in scheduling algorithms 

recommended. 

III. GREEN CLOUD ARCHITECTURE AND VIRTUALIZATION 

The purpose of the clouds is designing data center 

networks containing virtual services (such as hardware, 

database, and user interface, application) for users who can 

use applications with competitive prices along with the 

required quality of service. A typical cloud architecture 

contains an infrastructure layer (virtual machines and 

physical machines) and an upper layer which consist of 

consumers (users and brokers) who send their requests for 

cloud services. In the green cloud architecture, a layer is 

added between the top layer and the infrastructure layer 

which acts as the interface between infrastructure and 

consumers. This layer contains components that interact 

with each other to handle resource allocation in an energy-

efficient manner. 

Virtualization in data centers is growing. Support of 

moving virtual machines between physical nodes allows 

dynamic movement of VMs based on performance 

requirements. When VMs, allocated to physical nodes, do 

not use total capacity of provided resources, they can be 

consolidated in minimum number of physical nodes; so in 

this situation, idle nodes can be switched to sleep mode to 

reduce total energy consumed by data center. 
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Three important issues should be considered to achieve 

server performance and energy efficiency simultaneously. 

First, high switching of server reduces its reliability. 

Second, from the point of view of quality of service, 

turning off the resources in a dynamic environment has 

many risks. Dynamic nature of workload and high 

consolidation result in some VMs cannot access required 

resources in pick workload and therefore they fail to keep 

the quality of service. Third, guarantee of the service level 

of agreement in order to manage application performance is 

difficult in virtualized environments. All these require 

efficient consolidation policies that minimize the power 

consumption while keep the quality of service specified by 

the user. 

IV. GREEDY ALGORITHMS FOR IMPROVING CPU 

EFFICIENCY 

In this research three greedy algorithms in allocating 

virtual machines to the physical nodes are evaluated and 

energy consumption of each algorithm has been calculated 

in different performance thresholds. In the following, we 

will describe these algorithms. 

A. Minimum Host Utilization Selection, Maximum Host 

Utilization Allocation (MinMax_HU) 

As mentioned before, also more CPU utilization means 

more energy consumption, but this relation is not linear; a 

CPU in idle mode consumes 70% energy when it works on 

100% utilization. Therefore it is possible to improve energy 

consumption by switching low utilization hosts to sleep 

mode. 

In this algorithm hosts are periodically sorted based on 

their utilization; VMs in the less efficient hosts are moved 

to the more efficient hosts, provided that utilization of 

efficient host does not exceed utilization threshold defined 

in the algorithm. Figure 1 shows MaxMin_HU algorithm. 

    

input: hostList, utilThreshold 

hostList.sortDecreasingUtilization() 

lastIndex = hostList.indexOfLastNonZeroHostUtilization() 

for i := lastIndex downto 1 

   for j := 1 to i - 1 

      if hostList[j].currentUtil() + hostList[i].currentUtil() <= 

utilThreshold 

 vmList = hostList[i].getAllVms() 

 host[i].deleteAllVms() 

 host[j].addVms(vmList) 

 break 

 

Figure 1. MaxMin_HU algorithm 

 

B.  Maximum Host Power Usage Selection, Minimum 

Host Power Usage Allocation (MaxMin_HPU) 

In a heterogeneous data center, servers may be added to 

the data center in different times and they may have 

different power consumption. One way to improve the 

energy consumption is moving virtual machines from 

servers with higher power usage to the servers with lower 

power consumption. In this situation, the utilization of 

server with lower power usage must not exceed utilization 

threshold defined in the algorithm. Figure 2 shows this 

algorithm. 

       

Figure 2. MaxMin_HPU algorithm 

 

C. Minimum Host MIPS Selection, Maximum Host MIPS 

Allocation (MinMax_HM) 

In this algorithm, computing power (MIPS) is the major 

criteria. Servers are sorted based on their computing power 

in descending order, then VMs from servers with lower 

MIPS are moved to the servers with higher MIPS. It should 

be noted that the utilization of server with higher MIPS 

must be less than the utilization threshold defined in the 

algorithm. Figure 3 shows MinMAX_HM. 

      

input: hostList, utilThreshold 

hostList.sortDecreasingTotalMips() 

for i := hostList.size() downto 1 

   for j := 1 to i - 1 

      if hostList[j].currentUtil() + hostList[i].currentUtil() <= 

utilThreshold 

 vmList = hostList[i].getAllVms() 

 host[i].deleteAllVms() 

 host[j].addVms(vmList) 

 break 

 
Figure 3. MinMax_HM algorithm 

input: hostList, utilThreshold 

hostList.sortIncreasingPowerUsage() 

for i := hostList.size() downto 1 

   if host[i] is off break 

   for j := 1 to i - 1 

      if hostList[j].currentUtil() + hostList[i].currentUtil() <= 
utilThreshold 

 vmList = hostList[i].getAllVms() 

 host[i].deleteAllVms() 

 host[j].addVms(vmList) 

 break 
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V. DESIGNING ENERGY-AWARE LAYER BASED ON 

GREEDY ALGORITHMS 

In [8], the energy-aware allocation layer has been added 

to CloudSim. This layer has been designed and 

implemented in two parts: the VM selection algorithms and 

the VM allocation algorithms to migrate virtual machines 

to the appropriate hosts. So based on this design, different 

selection and allocation policies can be used and compared 

together. However, this method does not use to implement 

the greedy algorithms and the selection and allocation 

algorithms should be based on a single criteria, but to 

maintain the integrity with the rest of the CloudSim, this 

study follows the same manner too. 

A. Selection Algorithms 

Figure 4 shows the general class diagram of the design 

of the VM selection algorithms from different servers. In 

this structure, each algorithm has been implemented in a 

class. Classes specified in gray are sections of CloudSim 

and blue classes have been included in this study. 

 

 PowerVmSelectionPolicyGreedyAbstract: This class 

contains common methods of all greedy algorithms. 

 PowerVmSelectionPolicyMinHostUtilization: This 

class selects VMs from low utilization hosts to migrate 

to hosts with high utilization. 

 PowerVmSelectionPolicyMaxHostPowerUsage: 

This class selects VMs from hosts with high power 

usage to migrate to hosts with low power usage. 

 PowerSelectionPolicyMinHostMips: This class 

selects VMs from hosts with lower computing power 

to migrate to hosts with higher computing power. 

B. Allocation Algorithms 

The main task of allocation algorithms is to find suitable 

hosts for VMs selected for migration. Figure 5 shows the 

general class diagram of this section. Gray classes are pre-

existing classes in CloudSim and blue classes have been 

added in this study. 

 

 PowerVmAllocationGreedyAbstract: This class 

contains basic methods for allocating VMs to suitable 

servers based on greedy algorithms. 

 PowerVmAllocationMaxHostUtilization: This class 

allocates VMs selected from the servers with low 

utilization to the servers with high utilization. 

 PowerVmAllocationMinHostPowerUsage: This 

class allocates VMs selected from the servers with 

high power usage to the servers with low power usage 

 PowerVmAllocationMaxHostMips: This class 

allocated VMs selected from the servers with lower 

computing power to the servers with higher computing 

power.

 

 

PowerVmSelection
PolicyMaximum 

Correlation

PowerVmSelection
Policy

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyMinimum 
MigrationTime

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyMinimum 

Utilization

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyRandom 

Selection

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyGreedy 

Abstract

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyMinHost 

Utilization

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyMaxHost 
PowerUsage

PowerVmSelection 
PolicyMin 
HostMips

 
 

Figure 4 Class diagram of VM selection 
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PowerVm 

AllocationPolicy 
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AllocationPolicy 

Simple

PowerVm 
AllocationPolicy 
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AllocationPolicy 
MigrationInter 
QuartileRange

PowerVm 
AllocationPolicy 
MigrationLocal 

Regression

PowerVm 
AllocationPolicy 
MigrationMedian 
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AllocationPolicy 
MigrationStatic 
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AllocationPolicy 

MaxHostUtilization

PowerVm 
AllocationPolicy 
MinHostPower 

Usage

PowerVm 
AllocationPolicy 

MaxHostMips

 
 

Figure 5 Class diagram of VM allocation 

 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

In order to compare the performance of algorithms, some 

criteria are defined to evaluate their performance. The first 

measure is "Total Energy Consumption" by the physical 

resources of the data center; this amount of energy is 

consumed due to the workload of applications. The second 

performance measure is "Percent of SLA Violation"; by 

definition it is the ratio of number of SLA violation events 

to the total number of time frames have been processed. 

SLA violation occurs when a virtual machine fails to take 

the amount of MIPS requested from a host. This occurs 

when the consolidated virtual machines on a shared host 

cannot reach the needed performance. The third criterion is 

"the Number of VM Migrations" which is conducted by 

Virtual Machine Manager during VM movements. The last 

measure is "Average SLA Violation" that shows the 

average performance of the CPU when an application has 

requested it and the CPU has not been allocated to the 

application; therefore there was loss of productivity. 

 

VII. ENVIRONMENT AND CONDITIONS OF SIMULATION 

 

It is obvious that the algorithms should be evaluated in a 

large and real data center. But these large-scale tests in a 

repeatable manner and in real environments are very 

difficult and sometimes impossible to perform. Therefore, 

in order to ensure the repeatability of the experiments, 

simulation is selected to evaluate the performance of the 

algorithms. 

CloudSim[9] is a modern tool developed in order to 

simulate cloud environments and is used to evaluate greedy 

algorithms. It provides a new, general and extensible 

framework that enables the modeling and simulation of 

infrastructures and applications in an integrated simulated 

cloud computing environment. Using CloudSim, 

researchers and cloud providers can test a new application 

service in a controlled environment that is easy to set up 

and re-configure. It is possible to adjust performance of 

services appropriately based on the evaluation results 

which are reported by CloudSim. The main advantages of 

using CloudSim for initial performance testing include: 

time efficient, flexibility, and applicability. 

Extended version of this tool has been developed for 

energy-aware simulations that facilitate evaluation of 

different algorithms based on various evaluation metrics 

[8]. To support modeling and simulation of different 

models of power consumption and power management 

techniques, such as DVFS [17], an implementation of an 

abstract class called PowerModel is provided. This abstract 

class should be extended for a customized simulation of the 

power consumption of a processing unit. This capability 

enables the creation of energy-aware allocation policies 
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that need to know about the real time power consumption 

of the cloud components. In addition, it can calculate the 

total amount of energy consumed by the system during the 

simulation period. 

Simulated data center is an assumed data center that is 

made up of three types of servers in a total of 50 servers. 

General specifications of the servers1 are in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

GENERAL SPECIFICATION OF SERVERS 

Server Name # of 

CPU 

# of 

Cores 

MIPS Memory 

(GB) 

HP Proliant 

Ml110G Xeon 

3040 

1 2 1860 4 

HP Proliant 

Ml110G Xeon 30 

75 

1 2 2660 4 

IBM 3250 Xeon 

3470 
1 4 2933 8 

 

These 50 servers are considered to run 100 virtual 

machines; VMs have four different types based on the 

recommendations of Amazon EC22. Table II shows the 

properties of virtual machines. 

 
TABLE II 

VIRTUAL MACHINES PROPERTIES 

VM Type # of 

Required 

Cores 

Required MIPS Required 

Memory (MB) 

1 1 2500 870 

2 1 2000 1740 

3 1 1000 1740 

4 1 500 613 

 

It is assumed that each virtual machine runs a web 

application or any other application with different working 

load. 

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Designed greedy algorithms are single threshold 

algorithms and the results of their implementation are 

compared to some single-threshold algorithms discussed in 

[8]. In addition, energy-unawrae algorithm and DVFS 

algorithm are also simulated; they are used as a basic 

                                                           
1 http://www.spec.org/power_ssj2008/results/ 
2 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/ 

measure for comparing performance of different 

algorithms. It should be pointed out that there is no 

migration of virtual machines between servers in the two 

mentioned algorithms. 

In the simulation environment, energy consumption of 

energy-unaware algorithm and DVFS was estimated 72.6 

kwh and 29.46 kwh respectively. For other algorithms, the 

utilization threshold was modified between 20% and 100% 

and the results were compared. The following charts (figure 

6) summarize the results and the utilization based on 

various criteria. 

Generally, the results of the greedy algorithms are better 

than the results of the algorithms presented in [8]. But it 

should be noted that in cases such as SLA violation, the 

results are weaker; because cloud providers are obligated to 

pay fines due to loss of service quality, these cases should 

be considered too. 

Results of greedy algorithms show that the "Minimum 

Host MIPS Selection, Maximum Host MIPS Allocation 

(MinMax_HM)" method has better performance than the 

performance of the other algorithms. Although the SLA 

violation ratio and number of VMs migrations of the other 

two methods are less than VMs migrations of 

MinMax_HM method, but reduction of energy 

consumption in MinMax_HM is considerably further than 

energy consumption of the two other methods, as in the 

case of 100% server utilization, power consumption of 

MinMax_HM is about 58% of "Maximum Host Power 

Usage Selection, Minimum Host Power Usage Allocation 

(MaxMin_HPU)" method. 
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Figure 6 Simulation results 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Cloud computing is one of the ways used in data centers to 

provide better and more qualified services. In the 

architecture of cloud computing, services are provided 

based on three general types: Infrastructure as a Service 

(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a 

Service (SaaS). In the cloud computing, service is 

separated from the location of service and consumers do 

not need to know about the physical location of hardware 

and software and thus the quality of service in cloud 

computing has improved. But rapid growth of Internet and 

Web services increases the demand for cloud computing 

services and causes the need for more hardware in their 

data centers which leads to more energy consumption. The 

energy consumption in data centers has increased and so 

the cloud service providers have to maintain quality of 

service, while avoiding energy consumption exceedingly in 

data centers. 

Virtualization is one of the technologies used in the data 

center for better utilization of hardware resources. One of 

the main characteristics of virtualization is migration of 

virtual machines between physical nodes. VMs can migrate 

between hosts dynamically. This feature helps to 

consolidate VMs in servers and thus it increases efficient 

use of servers. Various algorithms have been designed and 

implemented to select virtual machines on a host and 

allocate them to other hosts that mainly aimed at improving 

the energy efficiency of data centers. 

In this research, three approaches based on greedy 

algorithms in terms of energy consumption have been 

examined. Three algorithms are as follows: MinMax_HU, 

MaxMin_HPU, MinMax_HM. Simulation in CloudSim 

results in that the three algorithms improved energy 

consumption considerably compared to the energy-unaware 

and DVFS algorithms; and also they have better 

consequences than algorithms that separate selection 

methods from allocation methods. But in some cases such 

as SLA violation results were not appropriate and should be 

considered further. 

In continuation of this research, the following issues will 

be discussed: Designing and implementing double-

threshold greedy algorithms, improving MinMax_MH 
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algorithm to reduce SLA violation, and designing and 

implementation of greedy algorithms for other data center 

resources such as memory, disk and network interface. 
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